
Problem 1. TA session

Equation 20.3 -> dn =A infinitesimalreversible process both↑9 821 exchange ofSaver

a qer(ideal) =
- Gave Carbitrary

A B 6qvv (A) =- daver (B)

ideal S arbitrary show

ofarbitram) =0
gas T

heattransfer

Use a10.1 -> Ggver
-milanmaciesor
= ((T(dT +pdV

isque (B) :

al
quev(B) =

-rdT
+

1*dv

*cyclic integral of state
--a [f - c++) aT-nR(x xc] function =0



Sdy=

8dy =fay +dy =yz - y, +(y, - yz)=

therefore:Garbitrary) =0
↑bum#2

Calculate AI:AS for system;surrounding when Imol
ofwater is vaporized at100'. Value of Attrap =40.054/mol
Commenton sign ofAS tap

atcoast. AH =DU +A/PV)
pressure, AU =q w =

g
- PAVba

Asus =Altrap (,A(t =q
- *AX+pan

AHsus =A surv so,H =qa+

constantDressure
AS =fary where DH =9

T

·so, BS =1Asuc *convert to
Kelvin
->

-

&

and ASsus =Ssurv



Probum #3

Calculate AS ofsystem and surv when Imol of ideal monoatomic

gas doubles in volume.

a)isothermal reversible expansion page 822
↓

AT =0 [s =fay=> /*n,dVznegur]AU=
V,

I
got this

AS =

nRm(2+)
from book

AS system=-ASsurr

b) isothermal, irreversal, in vaccum
↓ ↓
AT=0 D =P

ASsu:
9Snurannas

ex

An
=0 w =0

irverysystem:"S system:nRm(2)

Assu:urr
where AU =

gsurr +W ASsurv=
D:asurv + 50,

qcurv
=0
In vacuum means ASsuvi



C) adiabatic reversible expansion
↓

Aq =0 AS =

ur AS system=-ASsurr

d) adiabatic irreversible expansion num
↓ ↓

19
=0 * from notes, since AS isa state Pext =0

function, we change the system to make
itremusible, so we can use DS:Gey

W =0

because IH =0, we use sothermal 4

reversible
As =

nRm(v) where %
-

Pbem4
Imol ideal gas
Tsus=300K isormal until P:PextLireversible)
v =

25( V, =10L

Tsurv =300K find Sons,Sur, Suniv

isothermal, irreversible
↓

AT=0
↳ As is state function so we can use ASsainRU(**)

Pext=PX where 69sys:8W=.P, AV

*in this case Py =

nm)then,w
=-Px()

A5+8 and

ASsurr F Asy>
and q

=- w and AS = squrr
and Sunir:Sins *Ssur findP to find to to find a

to find Scur where P:Dext
using ideal gas law

#robum5

2. smol ideal monoatomic gas
T:310K P=1 bar can use ASsus=-ASsurr
calculate q, w, DU, DH, AS as long as at

Ssurr=0 when adiabatic
for brob 5,1



a) gas heated to 475K and constantPext=1 bar

first, find V., use DVRT => v, =nT. A constant
P, pressure

then, using Charle's law atDD=

0,5
sovz

=v,then W = -Pex. AV

AU =2n RT

atconstant:Alt =AU +PAV

pressure M (nU - W)
and since q

=CvnRDT, AS =

suv-/ aTfRdV

-Enkun +enRm(%)

b)T =G75K atconstantvolume, v. =vg
↓

An =q- u)0
w =0 *V

=nT

9
=Au =3nRAT

AH =yn +n(PV) =yu +n(n*7..) =

An +nRAT

As =inRunyyRM(*)
so

2) Reversible isothermal expansion, D =3Pi P,V. =PzVz
↓

7 =310K 1.V, =5.Vz
AT =0

why? ->
↓

3 I

bunRNPAU =AH =0 V=
=3

Dropping pressure means volume-q--nRmlrse n =1

ns =
"BRUn* inRLn


